
READINv MEDIEVAL STUDIES 

'But so closely were all those organizing implements 
obscured in the corpulent trunks of the trees that 
every man there present renounced con jecture of 
art and said it was done by enchantment. 

h medieval lovers of legendary status, Floire and Blanchefler ore 
less well known than Tristan and Isolde or Lancelot and Guinivere. The story 
of a happy and successful love between two children is perhaps inevitably 
less gripping than the tragic and illegitimate loves of adults. Yet the story 
of Floire and Blancheflor was continuously and ..... idely disseminated thro'-lghout 
medieval Europe and their na:Tles ore often cited in medieval texts as a pro
verbial example of faithful and intense love. 1 

Modern criticism has, on the whole, received these child-Io· ... ers 
less generously than their medieval public evidently did. The earliest 
version of their sto!"y is the Old French romance Floire et Blancheflor and 
until recently, this text has been relegated to the~tatus of~ cult~~ly margin
al escapist fantasy. The tone of the discussion may be illustrated from Myrrha 
lot-Borodine's 1913 study, when she included Floire et Blancheflar in 'Ie 
genre idyllique' and characterised the ro:nonceas'une hi;toire d'omour d'un 
charme penetrant et doux, placee dans un cadre exotique : to'Jt y est ndif, 
sincere et tauchant: seules les merveilles d'un Orient trop sature de couleurs 
et de lumi~res effacent par moments Ie clair sourire de I'idylle'. 2 later 
editors have accepted these terms, so that Taylor, for instance, in his edition 
of the Early Middle English version of the romance, worries that 'the details 
(as possibly to be expected in :In Eastern .. tory) make the romance too enerva
tind , valuptuoui and sentimental' . 3 Two interre lated assumption .. have thus 
usually underla in discus.sio-:1 ofFloireet Blancheflar: firstly, that the romance 
is, or ought to I:>e, a naive and-;-n-ti~ntoT idyll of child-love, and seco:1dly, 
that the 'merveilles de l'Orient' - the marvello'Js artefacts, locales and 
schemes of the rO.1lance - are on intrusion and a blemish. Both assumptions 
need revisio"l in the light of more recent work on medieval attitudes to child
ren and their literary portrayal and on Westem knowledge of, and attitudes 
towards, the East. Even more importantly, the hidden link between these 
assumptions needs testing: can we assume that the Orient was an unfortunate 
and unco"lqueraSle distraction for an author who intended to write a 'pure' 
idyll? Can we not rather accept that the author of Floire et Blancheflor 
h:Js self-evidently chosen either to link child-protagonists with the-'~-;rv-;illes 
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de I 'Orient' or to re-work a sC'Jrce th:Jt combined these two elements? 

Debate h::ls co~tinued for over a century as to a possible source for 
Floire et Blancheflor, and though it has not been resolved by the discovery of 
an incontestable (or indeed any) single source for the whole structure of the 
romance, there is some ogreement th::lt Arabian analo3ues for discrete motifs 
ore clo'Ser than the Western analogues that have been counter-adduced. 4 
The question of the provenance of the 'merveilles de I 'Orient', however, 
should not be pJrsued in dissociation from the question of their functio~ in the 
romance, still less under the tacit assumption that they have none. We 
should accept the presence both of children and the Orient in the romance, 
and, without privileging the one element to the exclusio:1 of the other, ask 
instead how the combination functions in the text. 

The Emir of Babylon's tower and 30rden is a strikingly exotic setting 
fo~ the reunited Floire and Blancheflor. The tower itself is on elaborate and 
luxurious construction of marble and .crystal, surmounted by a huge carbuncle. 
Thro'J,3'l ingenious engineering, a stream provides run, ina water for each of 
irs three floors and seven-sco~e roo:ns. The Emir's suite is in the centre of 
the tower and he is waited on by the 140 nobly-born maidens who inhabit the 
tower, themselves guarded by eunuchs. The tower is enclosed within a 
walled garden which in turn is encircled by the waters of the Euphrates. Real 
and artificial birds sing in the garden; herbs, spices and flowering trees scent 
it. In the middle of the gJrden a stream flows, and over it grows a tree 
which 'par fisique est si engigniez' (v.18l8) as to ':>e perpetually in flower . 
In the Emir's annual ritual of bride-choosing, the maidens cross the stream 
(which remains pure if they are virgins and oecomes muddied and turbulent if 
not) and .... olk beneath this 'Tree of Love'. The Emir's bride is the maiden on 
whom a flower falls from the Tree: she is crowned queen for a year, at the 
end of which she is beheaded. The choice of bride, however, does not de
pend on chance or destiny or the marvellous tree, for 

•.. se iI i a damoisele 
Que iI milz oint ne soit plus bele 
Seur Ii fet par enchantement 
La fleur cheoir premierement. (vv. 1848-51), 

so that the happy Emir can control every aspect of his deliciously ideal 
situation. 

A1alogues for discrete elements of this locale in the romance hove 
often been "'loted. The h:Jrems of the Thousand and One Nights have been 
adduced as sources for the tower, and itsfrar~Y;'g ;tory Q~~-C;"';logue for the 
Emir's ritual of bride-choosing. 5 Parallels closer to home exist in Chretien's 
and Wace's 'chastel' and 'ile as puce/es':6 the construction of the tower is 
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p:::lralleled in Eneas and Alexandre 7 and its ingeoio'Js plumbing and the arti
ficial birds ho~;p;rollels both i;:'-literoture and in aristocratic life. 8 If we 
ottend to the total configuration of tower 9nd garden, however I it is clear 
that the troditio:'ls of the ideal enclave provide the basic structure. 9 The 
features of the garden - stream, orchard, singing birds - a ... e those of the 
traditio:1ol locus omoenus and the Earthly Paradise. 10 The Emir's tower is a 
variant feature, but is implanted tiithin a paradise garden. Everything in 
this setting is redolent of a quosi-prelapsarian security: the maidens ~ 
maidens, the men ore eunuchs, the tower is so well mode that 'no serpent 0:

y iper or any ev il worm can I ive there' (vv. 1677-8). 11 The trees and spices 
of the garden bloom continually, the birds sing perpetually and idyllically, 
so th:Jt, as the author camments 

II n'en a tent, moo escient, 
Entre orient et occident. 
OJ i enz est et sent les odO!'s 
Et des espices les flerors 
Et oit les oisiaux p:Jr dO'Jcor 
Chanter Ie lai qu'il font d'amar 
Par 10 douceur Ii est avis 
Ou son qu'iI soit en paradis. (vv.179J-99) 

For all its paradisal cO:1notation, however, the exclusiveness and 
security of the Emir's tower is obviously purchosed at a price . The configu
ration of tower and garden is carefully designed to ward off all threats - from 
time, from arowth, ond from the uncertainties of a fully human choice. 
Rivalry, whether from other men o~ from the pre-emptive effects of previous 
possession of the maidens, is eliminated by the costratio:1 of other m:Jles within 
the enclosure and by the chostity-testing stream: 'Ne veult que clerc ne 
chevalieuLa fame aient qu'avro eue' (vv.1735-6). The perpetu:Jlly blooming 
spicy orchard defies time, but at the cost of denying change and growth at the 
same time as it pre-empts decay and alteration. In his excellent study of 
medieval allegory, The '{!!!on~!-an~~, Paul Piehler has drown attention 
to the 'problematic relationship of the erotic hortus cO:1c1usus to the social and 
moral expectations of the world outside', 12 a-;;'d~th;~btlety with which 
Chretien and Guillaume de lO""ris suggest the limitations and potential deca
dence, as well as the charm and the psychic centrality of their gardens of love 
in the tower and aorden of Cliges and the garden of the Roman de 10 Rose. 
The Emir's tower and 30rden provide another example, closely cO:1te;'po:'"~ry 
with Chretien's Cliges, 13 of the po+ency of the ideal enclave and its rich 
suggestiveness in the hands of good poets . While expressive of central 
psychic aspirations, the Emir's gord-en :lIsa manipalates them to the point where 
they embo:ly a 3rotesque and arrested fantasy rather th!ln the sought-for stable 
ideal. . 
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At the heart of this garden lies the Emir's attempt emotioflo'Jlly to 
h:::rve his cake and eat it; the entire enclave is designed ·'0 facilitate, protect 
and actualise the Emir's choice of love-o\:)ject. The chief means by which the 
Emir secures his gratification is the duality of the Tree of love. He con 
allow destiny ('Ie sort', v.1840) to allot him his brid.e: the falling flower 
choO".ies out for him the fairest, fated recipient of his hand and so consecrates 
his annual choice. The marvellous Tree of Love objectivises and volid::ttes 
his choice of bride. At the same time, if the Emir has olre.:Jdy fastened on Q 

p:Jrticular moid-an:::ls his love-object (as is the cose with Bloncheflor), he con 
arrange for the flower to fall 'p:lr enchantement' (v. 1 85D) where he wishes. 
In this way, on ::Irtificial Of mechanised version of the medieval romance ex
perience of foiling in love is allowed its p.:Jrt in the Emir's choice. The 
ideal ising imagin::ltio~ that would iee love as a quasi-sacred force, invadin3 
the personality from outside (cf. Chaucer's Troilus, Chretien's Alexandre), is 
paid tribute in the marvello'Js Tree's apparently numinous capacity to choo_se 
fo" the Emir. But the risks and the surrender involved in fallin:J in love are 
avoided by the Emir's ability to :Jrranae the choice. Moreover, the Emir's 
choice is cO"l;tantly revocc6le: at the end of each year he behead. his bride 
and selects another, thus avoiding the potential tediu:n and difficulties of 
more permanent relationsh ips. Th is must be every twel fth-century seigneur's 
dearest fantasy when confronted by the potentially conflictina demands of 
lineage and personal satisfaction - an endlessly renewable choice of beautiful 
certified virgins in a structure of selection at once freely m::mip",lable and 
'objectively' authenticated, excludin3 all fears and exclusively gratifying the 
need~ of its solipsistic central male figure . The Emir's tower develops the 
potentially decadent narrowness and exclusiveness of ideal courtly gardens 
noted :Jy Pie!-'der into the infinitely repetitive and arrested qU'::Ility of n:Jked 
fantasy. 

None of the analogues proposed For Floire et Blancheflor combines or 
uses the elements of the ideal garden in quitethT;;'~y-.- (The closest com
parable thematic use of a tower and 30rden is in Cliges, where the carefully 
engineered tower, the high walls of the garden a~d a particular sheltering 
tree form on erotic enclosure for Cliges and Fenice. ) Here the romancer is 
del iberately using conceptions of the East to tin-3e an essentially Western 
evocation af the paradise garden with the exoticism and fantasy thematically 
re~uired by his treatment of love. A cenlury of investigation h:Js failed to 
disclose a specific sO'Jrce fa:, the Emir's tower and garden, and direct literary 
transmission from the East would be surprising at this d:Jte. 14 But a skilful 
blending of Western traditio:1s and Western ideas about the East is not at all 
impossible. The Saracens had long been familiar enemies in the world of the 
chansons de geste, and they were to have 0 continuing career in vernacular 
ro.';;rl"C;-a~bi~dthirsty idol-worshippers. But by the late twelfth century 
new intellectual and imagin::ltive rapprochements had complicated and enriched 
Western apprehen5ions of the East. For courtly rO:TlOnce the key note of the 
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idea of Islam is less the figure of the militant Saracen as chivalric enemy than 
the luxurio'Js sensualism of the Islamic paradise. 

'Paradise, that is, a g:Jrden of delights'; the flowing waters, 
the mild :::Jir in which neither heat nor cold could afflict, the 
sh:Jdy trees, the fruits, the mony-coloured silken clothing 
and the palaces of precious stones and metals, the milk and 
wine served in gold and silver vessels by angels, saying, 'eat 
and drink in joy'; and beautiful virgins, 'untouched by men 
or demons' . 'Whatever the blessed -:lesired would immediately 
be supplied'. 15 

So Petrus A1phonsi in a standard medieval account of the Koranic p:Jrodise. 
The Koran itself was first tron'iloted into Lotin by Robert Ketton for Peter the 
Venerable in 1143: this was part of a programmatic attempt to .~ssimilate, 
confute and ultimately to :onvert Islamic religious thinking. But accounts 
of Islo-n fro'll Mozarabic Christians like Petrus Alphonsi and fro:n crusaders 
and travellers also circulated and helped conceptions of Islam to percolate 
beyond the circles of organised theological investigation :md polemic. Theo
loa-ions seized with relish 0" the Islamic paradise as useful and much-needed 
evidence of Islamic theological inferiority ('to eat glutto~a~sly, to wanton 
and lie with women indefinitely' .•• 'what will Paradise be but a tavern of 
unwearied :Jor-ging and :l brothel of perpetual turpitude? '). 16 So carnal 
a paradise also epitomised for the West its own imperfectly understood con
ceptions of Isla-nic marriage laws and sexual mores and permitted :J ?olemic 
vantage point on a civilization from which the West was in the (often puzzling 
and disturbing) process of imbibing mojor philosophical and scientific advances. 
hR. W. Southern sums it up in his Western Views of Islam, the existence of 
Islam 'was the most for-reaching prcnlem in .Tledieval Christendom... h a 
practical problem it called for action and for discrimination between the co:n
peting possibilities of Crusade, conversio"l, coexistence, and commercial 
interchange. h a theological problem it called persistently for some answer 
to the mystery of its existence: what was its providential role in history - was 
it a sympto'll of the world's lost days or a stage in the Christian develop,Tlent; 
a heresy, a schism, or a new religio.,; a work of mon or devil; on obscene 
parody of Christianity, or a system of thought that deserved to ':>e treated ..... ith 
respect?' 17 In this context, the respo!1se of medieval ro:nance to the idea 
of Islam is not readily dismissable as pure escapism. Romance both reflected 
and transformed - held up for imaginative assimilation - the cultural realities 
of the Islamic problem. The figure of the hostile Saracen, however carica
tured, represents a physical threat with an historical as well as an imaginative 
lineage. 18 Similarly, the Eastern sensualism, luxury and inegnuity Ol"l which 
courtly romance focusses represents in p:lrt a response to reality and in part 
the imagination's a':>ility to transform reality for its own purposes. The con
frontation with the East is not an escape fro:n, but port of Western experience. 
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It offers romance a mode of 'otherness' which con ot the same time be used to 
:Issimilate ·Jnd amplify elements of Western experience. 

I do not wish to suggest that the Islamic paradise as enco'Jntered in 
Western theological enquiry or as disseminated in Western accounts of Islam, 
is a 'source' for Floire et Blancheflor, so much as to sU3gest the potential 
range and significo-;;;-C;r the ideo of the East for romance. The presence of 
'Eosternness' connot be ascribed Quto:TIoticolly to escapism or naivete. Of 
course, not all rO:TIonce writers did anything other than absorb their 'Eastern
ness' from a common pool of stock figures and types who come already freighted 
with stond::lrd cO:'lnototions. But the author of Floire et Blancheflor is no 
ord inary writer and he uses the idea of the Ea5t to th;TuITi~th;-exploratio.., 
of central imaginative concerns. The Emir's mutilated version of the ideal 
enclave is presented critically, its 'Easternness' underlining its distorting 
extremism. 

The Emir's self-fulfill in.:! qnd enclosed fantasy is breached by the 
discovery of Floire "nd Blancheflor in his tower. Here the conventio..,:rlly 
andro3ynous beauty of literary medieval children is put to interesting use: 
the Emir, co~in.:! to inspect the newly-discovered ?=lir of sleeping lovers, 
decides that after all, his Blancheflor is in bed with another maiden, and that 
he himself has been jealous and possessive in thinkina otherwise. 

Ce est 10 jalousie: 
Tieus est s'amo:'", tieus est s'atoche, 
L'avoir dont crient toz jars s 'enoch. ("".2437-9) 19 

But Flaire is quickly revealed as a male and the Emir flies into a passionate 
rage, torn between killing the lovers immediately and findinJ O'Jt how they 
got there. For all their tempting androayny, Floire and Bloncheflor remain 
resolutely unaccommodated to the Emir's fantasy, and their persistent assertion 
of their prior choice of each other and their preference for death over sepDra
tio ... forces the Emir into one choice after another as he tries o~t the possibili-
ties of tribunal, burn ina, mercy or beheading for them. Eventually he 
d"2Cides to ,3rant mercy - in exchange for Floire's accO'Jnt of how he entered 
the tower. He then knights Floire, helps the two lovers celebrate their 
marriage, and himself marries Blancheflor's confidant Claris. This marriage, 
at Bloncheflor's request, is to ~e for life and not to be terminated by beheading 
after 0 ye.:Jr, thus presumably rendering the Tree of Love and the chastity-testing 
well redundant and transfo~min3 the tower and garden from the scenario of a 
fantasy to a pleasant palace for the Emir's marital life. 

Nevertheless, Floire and Blancheflor's corrective effect on the Emir's 
mode of life does not co;nmit the ro:nance to a simple opposition between the 
'Mtural' love of the two children ond a more cerebral and inaenious adult 
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fantasy. The Emir's tower and garden is an extreme version of the potential 
sol ips ism of the ideal enclave; similar dangers otte:'ld the ide~1 9::Jrdens asso
ciated with Floire and Blancheflor earlier in the romance. 

The early enviro ... ment of their love is Floire's father's orchard, and 
here, surrounded by singing birds, flowers and herbs (includin~ the narcotic 
mandragora, singled o~t at v.240), Floire and Blancheflor eot and drink, gaze 
at one another, and convert their educatio'l (Ovid is specifically mentioned 
ot 1.226) into:J private !~cation_sentime!]!~Le_: 

Letres et saluz font d'amors, 
Du chant des oiscus et des flours, 
D'autre chose n'ent il envie. 
En seul cine onz et quinze dis 
Furent ondeus si bien apris 
Que bien sorent parler lotin 
Et bien escrivre en p:lrchemin 
Et conseillier, oiant 10 gent, 
En latin, que nus ne I'entent. (vv.259-268) 

like many children, they speak a private language, but in this case it is 
'latin' - the means of access to educated :ldult culture - which they have 
turned into a private co':le. Co~vertin3 one's study of Ovid directly into the 
emotional life is 0 vivid response to the educative process, but there are also 
limitations if an entire education is to become merely the food of a private 
idyll. However enticing the ideal enclave, the permanent occupation of 
gardens is necessarily tedio'Js, and Floire and Blancheflor, though nurtured ~y 
this setting, can only develop so for in it. In a,is presentation of this p:rra
disal childhood, the author aJain draws attention (though more gently th.:m 
in the case of the Emir) to the way in which gordens CO:1note both growth and 
arrest. 

This first garden is 1000t to Flake and Blancheflor through the inter
vention of Floire's father, the King. Determined not to .:Jllow his son's love 
for the daughter of a Christian captive, he sends Floire away to school, 
pro:TIisi03 that Blancheflor will follow. This is the first adult ruse against the 
children. On return ina, Floire is to be told that Blancheflar has died fo:" love 
of him in his absence. In fact she has been 'iold to :TIerchants, on expedient 
suggested by the Queen :rs on alternative to the irritated paternal determin:l 
tion to wive the problem by chopping off Blancheflor's head (vv. 297-300, 
408-411). Interestingly, and for plot purposes, gratuito'Jsly, Floire's parents 
embody what could have presumably worked as a merely verbal ruse in an 
intricately elaborate artefoct - a false tomb for Blancheflor. This tomb is the 
centre piece of the romance's seco:1d garden. 
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like the Emir's Tree of Love, the trees sUrTo'Jnding Blancheflor's 
tomb ore in perpetual flower: 

en qui les quotre arbres planterent 
T retolJ Z tes dieus icon jurerent, 
AJ planter tel conjur feisoient, 
Touz tens cit arbre f1orissoient. (vv.616-19) 

and birds sing cons tantly in them. Amidst this setting, statues of Flaire and 
Bloncheflor adom the elaborately bejewe lled and inscribed tomh, so fashioned 
that when the wind blows, they turn to :me another and embrace, 

Si disoient p~r nigro:nonce 
Tretout lor bon et lor enfonce. (vv.585-6) 

The romancer's comment on th is garden is that any you th or maiden (' jovven
ciaus ... Ne pucele', v ..... 626-7) who heard the song of its birds wou ld 
immediately be stirred to embrace o~d kiss if they were in love, while other 
people 'Que d'amer mes ne se penassent' (v. 633), would be lulled to sleep 
'De 10 daueeur que il oissent' (v.634). Love and sleep are thus comporable 
responses: th is memorial gorden's sweetness in tens Hies experience in terms of 
a repose which is necessarily also a disconnection from experience. 

Floire encounters this false death, naturally eno:Jgh, as if it were 
real, and responds with attempted suicide. His logic is rut hless: Blancheflor 
is his life and he will therefore exchange life without" her for death with her 
and they will have a new life together in the 'champs flori' of the Elysian 
fields (vv.779-789). His horrified pcrrents have to deconstruct their own 
symbol, opening up the tomb to show the suspicio'.Js and persistent Floire that 
81oncheflor is not in there. They cannot arrest and memoria lise Floire and 
8lancheflor's love as something belonging only to ~hildho;:)d. Their symbol 
suggests somethin3 of the ::lfTested quality of an exclusive love, but it also 
leads Floire to contemplate the final end of that love and to :lSSert its capacity 
to go beyond death. The Queen tries to ?ersuade Floire of the reolity of 
deeth's transforming power (vv.812-35); she denies the Elysian fields and 
evokes the underworld as the place where thO'ie who ~~e died for love wander 
in pain. Death is not necessarily ju;t another, more removed, paradise 
gorden, and life is therefore valuable. The Queen thus maintains that Floire 
cannot secure Blancheflor in deoth, but he remains so intractable that she is 
forced to resurrent Blancheflor for him as olive. It is after this conversation 
that Floire begins to initiate schemes for recovering Blancheflor. The more he 
obstac Ie. Once he is aware of d~ath, love ceases to be merely paradiso I 
repose and the in;enio:Js and .cheming imagination is its best wecrpon. As 
Floire himself states in his monologue prior to enterin3 Babylon' ••. qui aimne, 
ce sai ge bien/Engingnevs est sor tote den' (vv.1457-8). His parents are as 
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helpless before this armed innocence as the Emir will loter prove to '.:le. 

Flaire accordingly quests and schemes his way into the Emirls tower. 
He reaches Bloncheflor hid:len in 0 b~sket of flowers and so appropriately 
literalises himself as that Flaire/flower properly destined to her, pre-emptina 
the Emir's manipulated bloo~ from the Tree of Love. Once re-united, the 
children simply eat and sleep. To be with each other is eno'Jgh, and they 
treat the Emir's tower os if it were indeed :J p:lradise designed especially for 
them. They have no further thoughts of escape and seem prepared tO'itoy 

there for ever. It is, appropriately enough, over-sleeping that leads to their 
discovery . 

Flaire and Bloncheflor's solipsistic love is, however, at least mutu:::l, 
unlike the Emir's. Once they have decided that each is the world to the 
other, they can go on mutually cO!1firmina this perception of reality to each 
ather with a strength that enables them to force extern:]1 reolity to :Jccommo
d:Jte them. ~ult institutions can be defied, overturned or transformed, for 
the ch ildren h:Jve ;:J counter-perceptio~ of re.:.1 ity and .::: world of the ir own of 
some substance thro'J9h their love . In contrast, the Emir, like Floire's father, 
is inclined to deal with problematic love-objects by the short cut of beheading 
them. The Emir uses death to retain and renew the first pleasures of love: 
Floire is vulnerable ta death (as his parents inadvertently teach him), for he 
insists on one irrevocable and irreplaceable love-object, but he daes not fe.:.r 
time or personal mortality and death cannot be used to co·grce him from 
BlancheHor. The Tree of love grO·NS in Floire's heart-

.Amours Ii a livre entente; 
EI cuer Ii a plante une ente 
Qui en touz tans flarie estoit (vv.377-79) 

Though this, too, is ultimately the result of 0 subjective ond private decision, 
the fruit of that act of the imagination by which we confer supreme value 0:1 
the beloved while feeling that the very noture of things sanctions and compels 
our choice, it is nonetheless a stote with more genuine possibilities of growth 
than the Emir's carefully engineered Tree of love. 

The romance's treatment of ideol gard-ens ond the CO:1structs of the 
human imagination for which they are the setting thus begins to suggest the 
co-nplexity of this author's treatment of love. The children see'T1 to inhabit 
these gardens as of right, partly because they are children and p:Jrtly because 
their mutual love d:Jes make one garden 'an everywhere' and 'every ..... here' a 
garden for them. In contrast with the Emir, they are 'true' lovers: his 
arrangements for a publicly displayed and authenticated choice which is never
theless directed to private gratification, do not look as impressive a way of 
including and deal ina with the constraints likely to be relevant in choosing 
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a love-object as the children's implacable indifference to the wishes ofFloire's 
p:lrel'lts. Nevertheless, both the children and the Emir reveal the solipsism ~t 
the ~eart of love, its tendency to interpret experience through :l single focus: 
Floire and Blancheflor make the · .... orld of each o"her, while the Emir arranges 
the world into:l means of supporting his choice of love-object. In ~oth cases 
love manifests its dual potential as on intensification of, and ':l disconnection 
from, experience, a means of growth ::md olso of arrest. Central to love is 
the imogin:Jtion which, in endo"N ing the beloved with the capacity to repre
sent life for the lover, con wholisticolly intuit and interpret the n:Jture of 
reality, or which, in its unrestrained operatio., :JS fantasy, can pervert both 
love and the world into cloying fac.;imile. 

The rO'TIoncer, then, does not naively accept the imp,-,Ise to idtl! ic 
love, either as represented oy his Orient or as embodied in his child-prota
gonists. Nor does he h:JVe 0 naive or sentimental conception of child,ood, 
odd ·)S his use of children in a study of the workings of ro-nantic love might 
initially seem. The question of why. it sho'Jld be children who penetrate and 
subvert the Emir's e:,closed Narld needs onswerina in several ways - predomin
antly in terms of their functio., in the romance itself, but also in terms of 
medieval attitudes to chi Idren and the I iterary potent ial of the ch i Id. 

It is necessary first to be clear that we are de.Jling with children 
here. ,lIdolescence or YO'Jth is much more freque-;tly represented in medieval 
epic and romance than infancy, and usually the 'enfances' of the epic or 
rom::mce hero are of interest principolly for their bearing on his odulthood or 
0., the adult society to which he seeb entry. His exploits are precocious; 
a 'preuve que, prf=cisement, lion n'est plus un enfant', 20 for the adolescent 
hero ":Jste:1s to imitate and replace the chivalric adJlts on whom he is mo':lel
led. The period between the first a'Hakenin; to '<:nig!lthood and :Jcceptonce 
as a fu lIy-fled;ed knight normally co.,stitutes the 'enfances' of the literary 
hero (his earlier history is only relevant if it sheds lig,t o~ "is finally-achieved 
itatus by way of such things as portents sUTTo;Jndin3 his birth). Historicolly, 
the concept of 'jo:Jvence' in twelfth-century French -:lristocratic society is 
id':mtified by Georges Duby 21 as indicating the period .:>etween '<nighti",; and 
fatherhood. Floire is five yeors old Hhen his schoolin; begins, ten when he 
is first .sent away to school, a~d fourteen .... hen, at the end of his story, the 
Emir k"ights him. It is therefore most probable that he is to ':Ie seen :JS a 
child, rather thon:Js a nascent chevalier or precocio:Js adolescent. 22 

Phil ippe Aries, the pro:ninent French historian of childhood, contends 
that the Middle A3es did not discover the ideo of childhood until the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries, when representations of children :lS children rather 
th~n as miniature adults begin to ·:JppeClr in paintings and illuminations. 23 
Social historians dispute the accuracy and the implications of this thesis as 
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expounded by Aries, 24 for Aries sees the medieval child :JS living in a privi
leged state of nature, relatively ul'lnoticed by the adult world of which he was 
merely a miniature and subsidiary reflection, and he contrasts this favourably 
with the modern child who is suSject to the attention of constraints resulting 
from a specialised concept of the family. Neverthele3S, it d:>es seem to be 
true that the medieval child was a relatively marginal creature, living '6 
I'exterieur de I'interieur' of his family, if we toke odult indifference to mean 
that there was no particular conception of childhood as a special stote with 
its O"Nn different needs and rights, no 'sentiment de I 'enfonce'. But, as more 
recent researches have sho:Jwn, 25 ·:onceptual indifference no mare preclud-ed 
hostility and neglect than it conduced to a benign laissez faire. Infant mortal
ity rates were high and the sheer tenuousness of children"-;-hold 0') life may 
have made it easier nat to be too attached to them. (For every Patient Griselda 
or Seigneur du Chastel sacrificing their children after a heroic battle with 
their parental feelings, there is a Jo.l,n M.:Jrshall, caring little if his son 
William 'were hanged, for he had the anvils and hammers with which to forge 
still better sons'. ) 26 Infanticide and child-abuse were common, and normal 
child-rearing practices included viciously restrictive and prolo:"t3ed swaddling, 
wet-nursing and the early farmina-O:Jt of thildren. Evocations of a child's 
paint of view are virtually unheard of, though there are SMle vivid and sym
pathetic accounts of remembered ~hildhoo:ls in monastic lives and autobio
graphies, by peo?le who were not themselves parents, such as Guibert of 
Nogent. 27 More representative perhaps is Philippe de Navarre in his early 
thirteenth-century treatise les quatre ages de I 'homme. 28 In his sec tio') o~ 
the rearing of children I,e writes that infants have great need of the love bes
towed ·:m them 'de nature et de pitie ' by those (not necessarily their parents ) 
who bring them up, 

car, se Ce ne fust, il soot si art et si annieus en 
petitesce, et si mol et si divers, qu:mt il sont .1. 
po grandet t que a painnes en norriroit on r!ul. 29 

tv the same time, 

I'an ne doit pas mostrer a son :mfont grant samblant 
d'amor; car iI s'an orguillit, et en prant b.:Judor de 
mal fa ire; et quant on voit que iI commonce a mal 
faire, I'an Ie doit asprement ch:Jstier et reprandre 
de langue; et se il por tant ne se retair, Ii 
chastiz doit estre de verge; et, se ce ne vautt si 
soit en priso!"l : po d'anfant perissent par chastier, 
et trap por soHrir lor males anfances. 30 

The fact that childhood is so rarely conceived from the child's point of view 
in early medieval thought cannot I icence us to assume thot adult attitudes 
were beneficent. Phil ippe de Novarre's testimony sU3gests rather that childhood 
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was regarded as an onnoyinJ1y inept and minioturised version of adulthood, 
to be regarded with suspicion and remedied as quickly as po.ssible by trainina 
and moulding into social usefulness. 

lock of interest in the child's view-point does not hO'Never preclude 
the existence of adult attitudes to children of sO'TIe rOl'l'3e and diversity. The 
very cultural mOfginJlity of the child produces some interesting roles for him 
in literature. Within the Old French epic, for instance, treatments of child
ren as oPfosed to YO'Jths ore isolable, and Mlle. Jeanne lads has devoted ·:tn 
article 3' to those instances where the child is treated 'non en fonetion de 
I'homme qu ' iI sera plus tard, mois en opposition :Jvec I'ho:nme fait'. These 
epic infants are notable for their 'Iogique implacable', their cap:lcity to voice 
adult ideals in a startlingly intractable and :lbsolute form, which, as Mlle. 
lads notes, con be doescribed ·~ither as '10 purett!, ou, si I'on veut, t'exigence 
d~ J'obsolu' . 'l'impotience de I 'enfant n'est pas seulement rholte et hdte, 
elte est refus de I'humanitt! mayenne, hesitonte et timor€:e que representent 0 
ses yeux I'adulte et Ie vieillard '. Be~trix Vadin , in a study of material from 
many genres, 33 has shown how often the child's cultural margin::.lity enables 
him to burlesque adults and to confront them with disconcerting truths via the 
rigorous I03iC of the n::.ive and the excluded. Other literary respaf'lses to 
children, studied by Rent! Cailliot 34 and Philippe Menard, 35 range from show
ing their potential status as merchandise to pity (and sometimes impatience) 
for their physical vulnerability to the co:nic possibilities of the 'age de deraisan 
et turbulence'. 

Floire et Blancheflor is truer to its own cultural conditions in its 
treatment-of child~e;thantOthe preconceptio'ls of childhood as a sentiment
ally touch in; sta te displa yed by its early modern readers. The Emir's cO:Jrt 
is moved by the vulnerability and beauty of these children as they are led ta 
the stake, but this should no~ blind us to the implacable logic with which they 
pJrsue their ends and its effect on the adult institutions which they thereby 
cut through, ignore, by-pass or o·,erturn. Floire is not susceptible to the 
tears of h is mother Oi the rages of his father. He cannot learn without 
Blancheflor - she is educated with him . Sent away for further schooling he 
proves nat that he can abandon Blancheflor, but that he cannot function with
out her. Prese:'lted Nith her 'death' on his return, he will not forget her, but 
simply die with her . Told that she is olive he will seek her aut. His father 
has sold Blancheflor to :nerchants in exchange for on elaborate gold cup: 
Floire demands provisioning os a merchant so that he may seek Blancheflor in 
disguise, and his by now thoro'J.ghly subdued father throws in the cup as well. 
His p:lrents now fear that they will not see him again, and they never do. 
Floire's determination to secure Blancheflor outruns their lives and news of 
their death appro?riately reaches him as he marries Blancheflar in Bahylo!"l. 
Floire's quest for Blancheflor is in p:Jrt a pr03ression in the kinds of demands 
he can make O!"l adults, either by his cap:Jcity to excite pity, his implacability 
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or his application of the ingenuity adults place ot his service. His hosts and 
guides ore moved by his resemblance to Blancheflor to give him the informatio'1 
he :leeds. His last host cannot dissuade him from the app.Jrently suicidal 
attempt to enter the tower and has indeod to give him a scheme for dealing 
with the Emir's porter. Once the porter has been won over I he in turn pro
vides a scheme for entry into the tower . M~nwhile, Blanchenor, in the 
tower, plans to kill herself if the Emir 's flower foils on her, a plan forestalled 
by the children's reunion in a final victory over the Emir and over the adJIt 
world. 

Part of Floire's power comes from the fact that his p:lrents require 
his well-being to fulfil their own ends. They wont him to choose his bride 
in :J manner appropriate to their need to pass on their kingdom and lineage. 
Floire's determined choice of Blancheflor subverts, in their eyes, the normal 
institutional means to this. Children are a double-e~ed possession! a 
child is both on extension of, and ::J replacement for, his p~rents. His 
potential for extendina their life beyond their personal mortality may be ex
erted at the cod of mocking or transforming the most cherished values of that 
life. Analogously, I"ve both nurtures and subverts considerations of lineage, 
especially in a society where love and marriage are not necessarily linked. 
love can both cond,Jce to, and remain quite aport from, the concern to ?ro
create. Floire as a king's son must marry $o:neO!le, but the n::Jtural impulses 
that might conduce to his marriage have led him to a love-object with whom 
marriaae, in his father's eyes, is unthinkable. The use of child1>rotagonists 
is, in this respect, p:ut of the ro."TIance's complex scrutiny of the romantic 
love with which its century was becoming increasingly preoccupied. As 
underlined by the child's ambiguo'Js cap:Jcities with respect to his parents, 
love is both a mainstay and a threat with regard to social structures . Con
versely, for the individual, social structures are bath nurturing and hostile. 
Flo ire and Sioncheflor ignore adult cons iderations of lineage: the ir triumph, 
and the end of their love story, is to ':TIorry and ;>erpetu:Jte the roles of Floire's 
parents in his kingdom. (Indeed, Floire's last oct in the romance is to ::mange 
a marriage for his mother-in-law.) 

The children's power, however, stems not only frO!T1 Floire 's porents' 
needs, but from their own existence as children. Reunited with Blancheflor, 
Floire can make nonsense of the Emir's system of choice as easily as of his 
p:lrents'. The Emir's ritual is related to Floire in two ways. On the one 
hand it is yet another system of institutionalised bride-selectio:"'l th:lt leoves 
no room for Floire's choice and so provides a kind of porodic escalation of the 
opposition he has enco'Jntered in his father. On the other hand, as the Emir's 
mode of choice aims at including and resolving the constraints that potentially 
make it difficult for love and a publicly acceptable choice to inhere in a 
single love-object, the Emir also provides a perverse facsimile of what Floire 
achieves in his unio"l with Blancheflor. like Floire's parents, the Emir fe::Jrs 
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death: he seeks to ':lY·P:Jss time and decay where they seek to prop.Jgote 
themselves in Floire, and all of them seek to ::oerce Floire with deoth. But 
Flo ire and Blancheflor ul timately fear death on Iy for each other; they transcend 
personal mortality without recourse to fontasy or institutions. In the end they 
survive the Emir's wroth precisely because they do not fear death in adult ways, 
and in this respect embody something to which the Emir - and all adults - wont 
access. By this I mean th:Jt sense of pre-Iopsorion wholeness which Floire 
and Bloncheflor experience and emblemotiseond ..... hich is registered not only 
in their indifference to de-:Jth, but in their androgyny and their constant ossa-
ciotio:'l with ideal enclaves. They do not know, as adults know, time ond 
mortality, sexual difference or ony division of the will. In his study of the 
imagination in twelfth-century poetry, Winthrop Wetherbee has examined 
twelfth-century theological and philosophical conceptions of the imagination's 
ability to express 'intuitions inaccessible to reason in its fallen state', con
ceptions in which the concession of a certain intrinsic value to humon love 
was pouible. 36 'At its heart , the natural bent of our emotio:"!, though aroused 
by carnal and subjective motives, reveals the traces of a primordiol state of 
psycholo,3icol integrity in which human and spiritual feeling were o. ... e', and 
at the heart of the experience of love as it is seen in twelfth-century poetry 
is 'the intuition of an essential coherence, an integrity and h::!rmony which are 
represented as potentially accessible thro'Jgh the fulfilment of human love, 
or as symbolised by it'. 37 Wetherbee does not include Floire et Blancheflor 
in h is survey of twelfth-century poetry, but h is words adm irably fit th is romance 
wh ich devotes itsel f prec isely to embody ing and exploring the human need fo:
such wholeness and the imagination's capacity to :Jchieve it. The romancer's 
child-protagonists are, in a cantext not merely familial, the vehicle for odJlt 
pro jec t ions. 

A complex trade thus evolves between the adult and child worlds of 
the romance. For all its preoccupation with paradise gardens, the narrative 
is also honeycombed with images of buy in,; and selling, trade and exchange. 
The adult world trades Blancheflor for a golden cup, though its beauty and its 
carvings af the kidnapping of Helen (vv .442-447) and the jud,;ernent of Paris 
(VII .454-475) suggest her more th:Jn commercial value. Floire is not only a 
lover, but in his disguises for dealin9 with the adult world and wresting her 
bock from it, he is first merchant and then eng ineer-arch itect as he trades his 
way back to Bloncheflor. There is much play between the co;"modities Floire 
is really and ostensibly trading in. He appeors os a merchant, en route to the 
Emir's f~te in Babylon, b'Jt his very bearing so evokes Blancheflor for his 
V:Jrious hosts, that he is freely deluged with the information t,e really wants, 
and which he rewards with smaller golden cups from his store. In the case of 
the Emir's porter, Floire's genero'Jsly-staked games of chess and gift of the 
oe;]utiful cup fo:- which Blancheflor was exchanged win the p:>rter over and 
~~ his love and fidelity to Floire. Finally, Floire trades his story in return 
for the Emir's mercy: the children, in the strength of their freely-given mutu:J1 
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love, make their bargain with the adult world ::n they prep'Jre to ·:mu:ne its 
forms of marri0ge and -dngship. 

If paradise gard-ens suggest the wholeness we want love to ~xpress, 
these images of exchange suggest the emotic.,:ll horse-trading that is also p.Jrt 
of our experience in :J lapsed "Ho"ld. Parents love children - if their children 
do what they want. Ro.:n:mtic love is, for our imagination, an absolute id<3al 
th:Jt alters not when it alteration finds, but is olso :md equally a b.Jrgain - I'll 
love you if you love me. Like all stro:'tJ p.lssions (co:TIpare vanity, curiosity), 
love compromises between the sentiment and the object. The imogiflo:Jtion in 
a fallen world creates and must satisfy its CONn ide.::! I need; ano:.i the intricacies 
of our emotional plumbing. The food of love is to have one's cake and eat 
it. The children unite the ideal and the real: not only are they persistently 
associated with and imaged as flowers, as Colin I,as shown; 33 they are food 
as well a:) flowers to one another. In the kin3'S orch3'"d where the birds sing 
of love, 

La vont Ii enfant deporter 
Chacun matin et por disner. (vv. 245--6) 

and they hear the birds0!l3 'quont iI menjoient et bevoient' (v.247) . Re ... nited 
in the Emir's tower, 'ensembl e mengierent et burent' (v.2281). When they 
are seporated, Floire can ~:;Jrely e.:Jt (it is this that alerts his hosts to his 
identity as lover). A. they walk to their apparent death, the n:urative frames 
them in formal portraits and focusses Ol'l Bloncheflor's mouth (vV' .2652-2663) 
to claim her kiss as food: 

De so bouche ist sa do-::e olainne, 
Vivre en puet en une semainne: 
OJi au lundi 10 beseroit 
En 10 semainne fain n'ovroit. (vv.266D-2663) 

/JJ their wedding feast Flo ire 

PO'Jr detronchier pas nu lessost 
OJe, voiont toz, ne 10 ::'eisast. (vv. 2134-5) 

and the co~rt delightedly tell him to hold to this dish: 

Floires, a cest mes vous tenez, 
Bien vo~s fera, se vO'JS J'amez. (vv.2139-9) 

In them the imagination 3rowS by w!1a!' it feeds on, while the Emir is trapped 
in perpetu:ll consumption and disposal. His imagination is not as ferocious as 
Maturin's terrible parricide who has 'read ':III the French romances' and relishes 
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the swiftness of exchange between 'that appetite which cannot be supported 
without dainties and flattery for tha t which would borter a descended Venus 
for a morsel of food' 39 as two lovers starve to deoth in their d"'"aeo:1 , but the 
Emir is closer to imaginative cannibalism th ::m to susteMnce. 

The dividing line between these two stotes is significant but thin. 
k I hove earlier suggested, the ro:nance's o?position of child and adult is not 
simple, and is as much concerned with the imaginative affiliotion <Jnd trade 
between the two stotes as with contrastina them. The children and the Emir 
are alike in being solipsistic: both :lre images of the same human need, ful
filled in the one case of which the other is the obverse. In accounting for 
the co-presence of children and the 'merveilles de l'Orient' in the ro."T\ance, 
the imagination (ond hence the pervasive inJenuity of artefact, scheme and 
device sa disturbing to earlier attempts ta read the romance as a naive idyll) 
is central. The children utilise adults' ingenuity in preserving their alter
native world, while for adults in~entJity is a means for cOMopting external 
reality to their will and needs, for r~gaining a semblance of the lo:;t p:!rodisal 
wholeness. The. concept of 'engin' pervades the text in these different ways 
and perhaps rightl y disturbs, though it is not therefore inappropriate in the 
romance . k Robert Hanning remarks in his study of 'engin' in twelfthMcentury 
courtly texts, the very etymoJo..JY and d.eveloping meanings of 'eng in' in its 
career frO'll L'::Itin ingenium into Old French provide a 'strong tradition for 
linking toaether in the one word contradictoty judgements 0:'1 witty or ingenious 
problem-solving ~!'avio'Jr and its pt,ysicol embodiment in artefocts' . 40 Our 
re.:Jctio . ., to 'engin', Hanning argues, embodies a profo'Jnd :I.'Tlbiv:J lence: 'engin 
complicates our acceptance of straightforward chivalric values (love, prowess, 
hero.sim) because it often makes those values work in spite of themselves, or 
criticizes them by exposing their inodequ:Jcy'. 41 Hanning does not mention 
Floire et Blancheflor but his study is suggestive both for the way in which 
'en9in' wark0n this· text and in providing yet another context in which the 
romance can be seen to ~e erl<Jaged with, rather than in flight from, the co.,
cerns of its sop~isticated late twelfth-century culture. 

In Floire et Blancheflor the word 'engin' is used both of generative 
and expressive aspects of the imogination and of human behaviour. 'Engin' 
is both CO"lstruct and artefact (compare the ambiguity of English 'device'): 
'par engin' stratagems are conceived 'Jnd they are embodied in artefacts which 
are also 'engin', as in Floire's p:lrents' ideo that Blancheflors ought to be dead 
to Floire or th:Jt she should be exchonaed. 'Engin' is central both to the 
'merveill es' and to love in Floire et Blancheflor. No marve l in the romance 
can be unambiguously ascribed to the supernatural . Its single clearly magical 
oi::lject - the protective ring given to Floire by his mother - never has its magic 
drawn on. The children plead with e.::lch other to take the rina as they are 
led to the stake and :J kin~ is moved /Jy this to plead for them and to prompt 
the Emir 'tretot Ilengin Floire a savoir' (v.2785) rather th.::ln to tdll them. The 
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children believe in the ring, but it is their love for each other that effective
ly saves them, not the ring's po'Ners. 42 In every other case of the marvellous, 
the romancer is carefully ambiguous as to whether human ingenuity or the 
supernatural is at work. The trees surroundina Blancheflor's false tomb flower 
perpetually because there was 'tel conjur'{v.618) ot their planting: the 
children's statues express 'por nigromance' (c.586) youth ::md love.::ls they 
turn in the wind. The wonderful birds O~ the Emir's g-::lrden wall ore each 
'D'arein Quvrez tresgeteiz' (c. 1752) and 'Nhen the wind blows they sing so 
ench:mtinaly as to tome wild beasts. In the creation of the Emi r 's Tree of 
love 

Oe fisique ot cil grant conseill 
Quil planta! car en I'aseoir 
Fu fez I'engin, si con g'espoir. ('Iv. 1811-3) 

and the Emir controls its flowers ' par ench:mtement ' (v. 185~) . These con
structs ore all human devices, depending on a combination of conceptual 
power and technical ingenuity. Similor devices figures in medieval courtly 
entertainments and feasts in real 1 ife as well os in romance. 43 The 'encanteor' 
whom Kin,;} Fenix summo ... s in two manuscripts of Floire et Bloncheflor 44 is 
essentially 0 court entertainer and not a supernatural figure: "'h;"turns stones 
into cheese, makes O)<2n fly through the air, carries out apporent decapitotioOis 
and exercises appnently incendiary po"NerS, and effectively diverts all save 
the disconsolate Floire. 

The marvellous in this romance is the ideal ising power of the human 
imagination and its ingenuity in finding ways of reolising what it constructs to 
itself as desirable . The imagination is itself like;) clever magician, dea ling 
in both illusion and ingen'Jity . In good prestidigitation, the audience keep; 
a sharp eye for any technical failures, but delights if the illusion ca n be sus
tained. The truest magic is the magic th::Jt can cO'1vince us of the possibility 
of its own existence . (If the 'hors of bras' con convince us that it moves, this 
is our 'mooste wonder' . ) So, too, humanity's illusions are very dear, some
times valuable, and maintained "Nith great ingenuity. 

Like magic again , the imogin:Jtion is also:J power of dubious ortho
doxy, and 'eng;n' and 'Easternness' are used in Floire et Blancheflor to 'Jsefully 
disturbing effect. The imagination emerges as a potentially p:Jgan territory 
within the heart of Western culture, the East functioning metonymically in the 
romance os both :JS du!:1io:JS and central to the West as its own imaginatio .... 
In this respect the imagination also demonstrates its affinities with romantic 
love, that alternative religio:"! whose burden of metaphysical experience ~s 
readily conduces to the illusions created by playing ::J i:>eoutiful g::Jme as to 
insights into Truth. Imoginatio'1 car) be 0 "Nay of making up for, and so ig
noring the effects of, that Fall 'par coi nos somes engignie', 45 crs well as 0" 
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way of intuitin; and attempting to recover what we hove lost by it. 

In Floire et Blancheflor these issues ore treilted serio;Jsiy but not 
tragically: the ro~-;-is a cOmic ~~eo and --'uli~ where consolatory 
comedic timing prevails so that no-orle has to die a real death in response to 
an artificial one. The romance concludes in on image of wholeness as the 
p':Jg:m Floire marries the Christian Bloncheflor, and it is itself a healin,3 and 
unitary response to the human dividoad1ess it explores. Its orthodox, twelfth
century hu .Tlonist creator would probably hove claimed no ~ore than the status 
of an enchanter deoling in the illusio"ls and in3enuities of art, but his mature 
and unchild ish romance :1ot,etheless finely embodies the responsibilities and the 
power of the creative human imagination. 
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